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Essays on the Gita

existence is one and its divisions must found themselves on some
law of mutual dependence, each growing by each and living by
all. Where sacrifice is not willingly given, Nature exacts it by
force, she satisfies the law of her living. A mutual giving and
receiving is the law of Life without which it cannot for one
moment endure, and this fact is the stamp of the divine creative
Will on the world it has manifested in its being, the proof that
with sacrifice as their eternal companion the Lord of creatures
has created all these existences. The universal law of sacrifice is
the sign that the world is of God and belongs to God and that
life is his dominion and house of worship and not a field for the
self-satisfaction of the independent ego; not the fulfilment of the
ego, — that is only our crude and obscure beginning, — but the
discovery of God, the worship and seeking of the Divine and the
Infinite through a constantly enlarging sacrifice culminating in
a perfect self-giving founded on a perfect self-knowledge, is that
to which the experience of life is at last intended to lead.
But the individual being begins with ignorance and persists
long in ignorance. Acutely conscious of himself he sees the ego
as the cause and whole meaning of life and not the Divine. He
sees himself as the doer of works and does not see that all the
workings of existence including his own internal and external
activities are the workings of one universal Nature and nothing
else. He sees himself as the enjoyer of works and imagines that
for him all exists and him Nature ought to satisfy and obey
his personal will; he does not see that she is not at all concerned
with satisfying him or at all careful of his will, but obeys a higher
universal will and seeks to satisfy a Godhead who transcends her
and her works and creations; his finite being, his will and his
satisfactions are hers and not his, and she offers them at every
moment as a sacrifice to the Divine of whose purpose in her
she makes all this the covert instrumentation. Because of this
ignorance whose seal is egoism, the creature ignores the law of
sacrifice and seeks to take all he can for himself and gives only
what Nature by her internal and external compulsion forces him
to give. He can really take nothing except what she allows him
to receive as his portion, what the divine Powers within her yield

